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Abstract:  This study examines the influence of global and regional factors on the conditional distribution 
of stock returns from six Asian markets, using factor models in which unexpected returns comprise 
global, regional and local shocks. Besides conditional heteroskedasticity, the models allow shocks to have 
time-varying conditional skewness. The global factor appears less important for market volatility in 
models that permit time-varying conditional skewness. The influence of regional  and global factors on 
risk is small in most of the markets, except in the late 1990s during which the regional factor accounted 
for a substantial portion of negative skewness in the markets’ returns distribution. 
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1.   Introduction 
  A thorough understanding of the sources of risk in equity markets is useful for 
important financial market activities such as risk management, asset allocation, and the 
development and implementation of regulatory frameworks. We contribute to this 
understanding by presenting new measurements of the relative importance of global, 
regional and local components of risk in equity markets. Our measurements are new in 
two ways: first, we re-estimate volatility spillover using a factor model that, unlike 
previous models used for this purpose, allows for time-varying conditional skewness. 
Second, we present additional evidence that distinguishes between downside risks and 
upside “risks”. The evidence we present is from six Asian equity markets, namely Hong 
Kong, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand, using weekly data from the 
1990s. 
Research into interlinkages between stock markets has focused on co-movements 
in the mean and volatility of returns across stock markets, and has uncovered evidence of 
spillovers. Eun and Shim (1989), using a VAR model, find interdependence among the 
daily returns of leading stock markets of the world, with the US stock market being the 
most influential market. Kasa (1992) finds a common trend driving weekly and monthly 
returns from the US, Japanese, UK, German and Canadian markets. Hamao et al (1990) 
study the interdependence of returns volatility across the US, UK and Japanese stock 
markets and find that volatility spills over mainly from the US market to the Japanese 
market, but not the other way around. Lin, Engle and Ito (1994) find bi-directional 
dependency between the US and Japanese markets; daytime returns in one market are 
correlated with overnight returns in the next market to open. Koutmos and Booth (1995) 
study the US, UK and Japanese markets but differentiate between good and bad news and 
find, as did Booth, Martikainen and Tse (1997) in a study of Scandinavian markets, that  3 
volatility spillovers are greater when news is bad, i.e., when the price movement in the 
latest market to trade prior to opening is a decline.  
Evidence of co-movements in the mean and volatility of equity returns suggests 
that factor models, such as those developed in Bekaert and Harvey (1997) and Ng (2000), 
are useful ways of modeling the behavior of stock returns. Specifying unexpected return 
to depend on a world factor as well as an idiosyncratic shock, Bekaert and Harvey (1997) 
find evidence that emerging market volatility is affected by a world factor, and that the 
influence of the world factor varies considerably over time. Extending this approach to 
include both a world factor and a regional factor, Ng (2000) finds evidence of spillovers 
in volatility from the US and Japanese markets to the same six stock markets that we 
study, with the US market exerting a stronger influence, although the external shocks 
appear to explain only a small fraction of volatility in these markets. Both Bekaert and 
Harvey (1997) and Ng (2000) find that liberalization of equity markets changes the 
proportion of variance caused by external factors.  
Past studies of mean and/or volatility spillovers have assumed the conditional 
distribution of stock returns to be symmetric about its conditional mean. Recent work, 
however, suggests that dynamics in the conditional third moment is an empirically 
relevant feature of stock returns. Using a model that allows for autoregressive third 
moments, Harvey and Siddique (1999) present evidence of skewness in the conditional 
distributions of daily stock index returns in the US, German, Japanese, Chilean, Mexican, 
Taiwanese and Thai markets, and that this asymmetry in the shape of the distribution 
depends on the degree of skewness in previous periods. Harvey and Siddique (2000) and 
Chen, Hong and Stein (2001) are detailed studies into the determinants and economic 
significance of skewness in stock returns; stocks that are experiencing relatively high 
turnover and/or usually high returns over previous periods tend to be more negatively  4 
skewed. Stock capitalization also appears to be important in explaining the degree of 
skewness in stock returns. Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2001) relate time-varying 
skewness to business cycle variation. The skewness in stock returns is economically 
significant; Chen, Hong and Stein (2001) demonstrate this by showing that the 
asymmetry they find in stock returns changes options prices substantially. Harvey and 
Siddique (2000) incorporate time-varying conditional skewness into an asset pricing 
model and find that ignoring skewness results in significant pricing errors. Our 
calculations, reported in section 2, suggest that ignoring conditional distributional 
asymmetries can lead to substantial mis-measurements of the probability of large 
negative returns. 
The presence of time-varying conditional skewness in equity returns raises a few 
questions concerning the measurement of the influence of global, regional and local 
factors on individual stock markets. We address two of these questions. First, will 
incorporating time-varying skewness into an analysis of spillovers provide substantially 
different measurements of the relative importance of world and regional factors on the 
volitility of domestic equity returns? Second, can we further clarify our understanding of 
volatility spillovers by distinguishing downside-risk from upside-“risk”, where downside-
risk is measured by the probability of large unexpected negative returns relative to the 
probability of similarly-sized unexpected positive returns, i.e., distributional 
asymmetries? 
In this paper, we investigate spillover effects from two perspectives, both 
perspectives within the context of a factor model with time-varying conditional 
skewness; first, we assume that the spillover effects are constant over time. Next, in the 
light of previously reported evidence that liberalization and other changes in the 
environment in which stock markets operate influence the extent of spillovers, we  5 
consider a model where spillover effects vary with important developments in the six 
markets. We begin with some preliminary data analysis in section 2. In particular, we 
document evidence of time-varying asymmetry in the markets that we study. The 
evidence we present here justifies our use of a time-varying skewness framework for 
studying spillover effects. The evidence also highlights the importance of studying the 
extent of spillovers in skewness. The models that we employ for studying spillovers are 
described in detail in section 3. The models are similar to those employed by Bekaert and 
Harvey (1997) and Ng (2000) in that unexpected returns comprise world, regional and 
local shocks, with the difference that these shocks are now characterized not just by time-
varying conditional volatility, but also by time-varying conditional skewness. Empirical 
results are presented and discussed in section 4, and section 5 concludes. 
 
2.  Data and Summary Statistics 
 
2.1 Data 
We use weekly equity market index returns from the first week of January 1990 
to the last week of December 2000. The data are obtained from Datastream, and the 
weekly percentage returns are calculated as the difference of log closing prices on 
Tuesdays (multiplied by 100); we choose Tuesdays for calculating weekly returns as this 
is the day with the fewest holidays in our sample. The indexes used for the Pacific-Basin 
markets included in this study are the Hang Seng Price Index, Korea SE Composite, 
Singapore Straits Times Index, Taiwan SE Weighted Price Index, Kuala Lumpur 
Composite and Bangkok S.E.T.. For the world factor we use weekly returns on the MSCI 
World Index. As a proxy for the regional factor, we use weekly returns on MSCI’s AC 
Asia Pacific Index. The MSCI World Index is composed of 51 country indexes and 
represents 24 developed and 27 emerging markets. MSCI AC Asia Pacific is a composite  6 
index of 14 Asia-Pacific markets. It includes, in addition to the six markets in our study, 
Australia, New Zealand, China, India, Pakistan, Indonesia, Japan and the Philippines. 
Table 1 contains summary statistics on these weekly returns. The Jarque-Bera 
test statistic clearly indicates that the returns are non-Normal, and in all cases this is due 
to the presence of skewness and excess kurtosis (except possibly in the case of Korean 
returns where excess kurtosis is the main deviation from normality). The mean and 
median suggests that the World, Region, Hong Kong and Singapore index returns are 
skewed to the left, whereas the other markets are skewed to the right. This is confirmed 
by the coefficient of skewness, although the coefficient of skewness for the regional and 
Korean index returns are not significant at 10%; the unconditional distribution of Korean 
returns is almost symmetric. The returns series all display statistically significant excess 
kurtosis, which is very likely due, at least in part, to the presence of autoregressive 
conditional heteroskedasticity, as evidenced by the prominent autocorrelations in the 
square of all the returns series. Significant autocorrelation in the returns taken to the third 
power is sometimes used as an indicator of the possible presence of autoregressive third 
moments. The statistics would then indicate the possible presence of autoregressive 
skewness in Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore returns. 
 
2.2 Time-Varying  Skewness 
To confirm the presence of time-variation in conditional skewness, and to assess 
the need for and potential gains from using a framework that permits this, we fit 
univariate models of time-varying conditional skewness to these returns: the stock returns 
are modeled as following some AR - GARCH process, with the standardized residuals 
following a zero-mean unit-variance skewed t distribution developed in Hansen (1994). 
Letting  , it r  represent the time t return on the equity index of market i, with i = w, g, 1, 2,  7 
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , ,, , ,, it i i it it it it it rr z αα ε εσ − =+ + =
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…,6 representing the world, regional, and the six individual Asian markets respectively, 













The volatility equation (2.2) is the Glosten et al. (1993) specification that allows for 
conditional volatility 
2
, σit to react asymmetrically to the previous period’s shock 
according to whether the shock is positive or negative. The conditional distribution of the 
standardized residuals  , it z  is characterized by two parameters:  i η  is a degree of freedom 
parameter and  , it λ  determines the degree of asymmetry in the distribution; these are 






















where  , it a  and  , it b  may vary over time as we specify  , it λ  to be possibly time-varying 
with the following autoregressive specification: 
(2.8) 
This distribution is fat-tailed, and is skewed to the left (right) when  , it λ  is less (greater) 
than 0. It reduces to the student’s t density when  , it λ  is equal to zero. We refer to  , it λ  as 
the “asymmetry parameter” or the “skewness parameter” as this parameter determines 
whether the distribution is symmetric or not. This parameter is, however, not the same as 
the coefficient of skewness; the relationship between  i η  and  , it λ  and the skewness 
coefficient and kurtosis of  , it z  is given in Jondeau and Rockinger (2000). Nonetheless, 
, it λ  and the conditional skewness coefficient measure the same thing, and we will refer 
to time-variation in  , it λ  as time-variation in conditional skewness. The equation (2.8) 
that determines  , it λ  will be referred to as the “asymmetry equation” or “skewness 
equation”. The specification in (2.8) that we use differs from previous applications of the 
ARCD model as we allow for negative shocks and positive shocks to have different 
effects not just on volatility (the usual “leverage effect”) but also on skewness. Appendix 
A provides a brief description of how this distribution is derived from a standard t-
distribution. The proof that a random variable with this distribution has zero mean and 
unit variance is in Hansen (1994). 
The models are estimated by maximum likelihood. In fitting the model, we 
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and specify (2.8) as 
01 12 3 , 1 max(0, ) λγγ λ γ ε γ ε −− 1 − ′′ =+ + + tt t i t  
In (2.10)  , it λ′  and  i η′  are the unrestricted values of the skewness and degrees of freedom 
parameters respectively, and  , it λ  and  i η  are their restricted versions. Although  i η  in 
principal should be allowed to take any value above two, numerical maximization of the 
likelihood function was easier with an upper bound was imposed on  i η . All the fitted 
values of  i η  lie well below 30 so there does not appear to be any problem with this 
restriction. The likelihood is maximized using the BFGS Quasi-Newton method as 
implemented in the MATLAB function fminunc.  
To get an idea of how well each of the models fit the data, we use the result in 
Diebold, Gunther and Tay (1998) that if a series of probability density forecasts correctly 
describes the data generating process, then  
..
|1 () ~ [ 0 , 1 ]
t iid y
tt t t t qp u d u U − −∞
=∫  if  |1 |1 () () tt t tt t pyfy −− =  
where  |1 () tt t fy −  is the true conditional distribution of  t y , and  |1 () tt t py −  is the 
probability density forecast. If our models fit well, then  t q  will be distributed iid 
Uniform [0,1]. These cdf values are easily calculated using formula (A2.3) which we 
derive in the appendix. While the test of the iid uniformity of  t q  was developed as a 
forecast evaluation tool, we do not interpret it as such in this paper, since we will be 
applying the tests in-sample. Instead we treat the iid uniformity of  t q  as a measure of 
goodness-of-fit. Diebold, Gunther and Tay (1998) emphasize a visual evaluation by 
plotting the histogram of  t z  and the autocorrelation functions of the powers of  z zt − .  10 
To conserve on space, we will instead report the Kolmogorov-Statistic as a measure of 
Uniformity, and report the autocorrelation and the Ljung-Box Q statistic of  z zt −  
though to 
4 ) ( z zt −  at lags 1 and 10 respectively.  
The results from this estimation exercise are shown in Table 2. The goodness-of-
fit measures for all returns series suggest that the models capture the dynamics of the 
returns well; the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does not reject the null of uniformity in all 
cases, and the autocorrelations and Ljung-Box Q statistics show that, to a large extent, all 
the dynamics in the data have been accounted for. Both the return on the world and 
regional indexes show clear evidence of time variation in conditional skewness. The 
parameters  ,1 i γ ,  ,2 i γ  and  ,3 i γ  in the asymmetry equation are mostly statistically 
significant at 5%. A Wald test on the joint significance of these parameters in each of the 
equation rejects the null that the parameters are zero. The results from the individual 
markets in our study are much less convincing. Individual and joint tests on the 
parameters  ,1 i γ  and  ,2 i γ  of the asymmetry equation show mixed results, as do the 
Likelihood Ratio tests
1. However, a plot of the asymmetry series for the world and 
regional factor, as well as the individual markets shows clearly the extent to which each 
market is characterized by time variation in skewness, and the economic significance of 
this variation. The plots are shown in figure 1. Here we see that in all but the Malaysian 
and Taiwanese markets, there is substantial variation over time in the shape of the 
conditional distribution. The world and regional markets display only negative 
                                                       
1 The inclusion of  ,3 γi  in the univariate models for the individual markets resulted either in very 
small and insignificant values for  ,3 γi , or in numerical problems when the likelihoods were being 
maximized. We therefore decided to leave out  ,3 γi  when estimating the univariate models for the 
individual markets.   11 
conditional skewness, although the degree of negative skewness varies substantially over 
time.  
To gain some idea of the importance of the asymmetries implied by the model for 
various values of η  and  t λ , we make a comparison between the probabilities of large 
negative returns when the distribution is skewed versus the corresponding probabilities 
when asymmetries are ignored. Figure 2 plots the value Prob( 2) t z ≤− , i.e., the 
probability of an unexpected return falling more than two standard deviations below the 
mean, for various values of η and  t λ . The formula for calculating these probabilities is 
derived in Appendix A2. Comparing the value of Prob( 2) t z ≤−  over the entire range of 
t λ  against the same probability when  0 t λ =  shows that when time-variation in 
conditional skewness is neglected, it is possible to severely underestimate (or 
overestimate) the probability of large negative changes in the value of a portfolio. In our 
application to stock index returns, the values of  t λ  range from about –0.7 to 0.7, and the 
implication is that Prob( 2) t z ≤−  could, for these stock market returns, be 
underestimated by half. There is also a potential for the probability of large negative 
returns to be severely overestimated if  t λ  were positive. For instance, if  t λ  were to be 
around 0.5 so that the conditional distribution is skewed to the right, the true value of 
Prob( 2) t z ≤−  would be just one-fifth of the value at  0 λ = t . These measurements 
highlight the importance of our work for risk management activities such as the 
calculation of Value-at-Risk (see Duffie and Pan, 1997, for a concise overview of 
VaRs.)
2   
                                                       
2 As η  controls the fatness of the tails, it is a potentially important parameter when it comes to 
estimating the probability of extreme events. It is interesting to note, however, that for values of η  
between 5 and 15 the value of Prob( 2) t z ≤−  does not differ much even at extreme values of  t λ .  12 
Furthermore, the world, regional and individual market returns in our study 
(except for returns from the Taiwanese market) tend to be more negatively skewed during 
periods of high volatility. Table 3(a) displays the correlation between the degree of 
skewness as measured by  , it λ  and 
2
, it σ , the conditional volatility of returns from the 
univariate models. The correlation of negative skewness with high volatility adds further 
weight to the economic significance of conditional skewness in the data, and the 
usefulness of refining our understanding of volatility spillovers to distinguish downside 
risks from overall volatility. The correlations, shown in Table 3(b), between the estimated 
asymmetry parameters from the eight univariate models suggest that a factor model 
would be an appropriate framework for such an analysis. The correlations are all fairly 
large and positive (again, the exception is the Taiwanese market, for which the 
correlation is negative.)   
 
3. Spillover  models 
3.1  A Model with Constant Spillovers 
The results from the univariate models strongly suggest that it will be productive 
to study the issue of volatility spillover using a factor model with time-varying 
conditional skewness. We construct, in the spirit of Bekeart and Harvey (1997) and Ng 
(2000), the following sequence of models. The world market returns series is assumed to 
follow the process described in (2.1) - (2.8). The world factor is assumed not to depend 
on any of the individual markets in this study, or on the regional factor. The regional 
market returns series on the other hand is driven by a world shock, and a regional shock 
that is assumed to be independent of the world shock:  
                                                                                                                                                 
Our estimates of η  all fall approximately in this range, even when η  was allowed to be time 
varying, suggesting that restricting η  to be constant is of limited consequence in our application.  13 
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , , gt g g wt g gt gt rr r αα α ε −− =+ + +
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The unexpected returns on individual markets are, in turn, assumed to depend on the 
world shock, the idiosyncratic portion of the regional shock,  , gt e , and an country-specific 






Throughout,  ., ε t  is used to denote the time t unexpected return while  .,t e  denotes the 
idiosyncratic shock. 
2
., σ t  and  ., t λ  always denote the conditional variance and skewness 
of an idiosyncratic shock, while  .,t h  will refer to the conditional volatility of unexpected 
returns (which combines the idiosyncratic shock with the external factors).  ., t λ  and  ., t λ′  
are connected through (2.9). The world shock affects the volatility and skewness of 
unexpected regional returns only through (3.2), while the world shock and idiosyncratic 
regional shock influence the volatility and skewness of unexpected country returns 
through (3.7). These two equations are referred to as the factor equations.  14 
22 2 2 2 2
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The factor loadings  ,1 i φ  and  ,2 i φ  capture the impact of the global and regional 
factors on the volatility and skewness of country i’s return, and so in our analysis we 
consider the relative size and significance of these two parameters. To understand the 
economic significance of these factors, however, we calculate the proportion of variance 
and skewness in the market returns that is explained by the global and regional factors. 
Since the conditional variance of country i’s stock return is  
(3.11) 
we estimate the proportion of country i’s volatility accounted for by the factors by the 
average values of  
(3.12) 
 
To measure the influence of global and regional factors on the shape of the 
conditional distribution of individual market returns, we use two statistics. First we 
estimate the skewness coefficients, at each period t, of the country specific shock  , it e , the 
combination of the regional shock and the country-specific shock  ,2 , , ig t i t ee φ + , and all 
the shocks combined  ,, 1 ,, 2 , , it i wt i gt it ee εφ ε φ =++ . This will show the cumulative effect 
of regional and global effects on the skewness of the conditional distribution of the 
individual market returns. We label these skewness coefficients as 
i
t s , 
ig
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respectively. The skewness coefficients are calculated by simulation: for each period t, 
we draw 1000 observations of  ,, , it it it ze σ =  from  () ,, , it i it gz ηλ  as described in 




it r z = , the skewness coefficient of 
, it e  at time t is calculated as 

















A similar procedure is used to obtain 1000 draws from  ,, , gt gt gt ze σ =  and 
,, , wt wt wt z εσ = , and the sample skewness coefficients for  ,2 , , ig t i t ee φ +  and 
,1 , ,2 , , iw t ig t i t ee φε φ ++   calculated as:  
 






  The other statistic we look at focuses on the left tail of the distribution of  , it e , 
,2 , , ig t i t ee φ +  and  ,1 , ,2 , , iw t ig t i t ee φε φ ++ . For each market i and at each period t, we 
estimate the probability of obtaining a realization of  , it e ,  ,2 , , ig t i t ee φ +  and 
,1 , ,2 , , iw t ig t i t ee φε φ ++  that is greater than 2 times their respective period t standard 
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, ,1 , ,2 , ,3 , ,4 , , . i ti w ti g tiw ti g ti t ed d e e εφ ε φ φ εφ =++ + +
where I(.) is an indicator function that takes the value one when its argument is true, and 
zero otherwise. This gives us an alternate means by which to measure how global and 
regional factors influence the probability of realizing large unexpected negative returns. 
 
 
3.2  Allowing for Structural Changes 
  One of the lessons from previous work on the issue of volatility spillover is that 
significant changes to the environment in which a stock market operates influence the 
degree of spillovers from external factors into that market. Ng (2000), for instance, 
documents changes in the degree of linkages between stock markets as a result of certain 
events, such as the introduction of country funds. For the sample period that we study, all 
six markets underwent major changes, either as a result of, or as a response to a financial 
crisis that began in July 1997 (see for instance, Berg, 1999). Most countries in our 
sample, with the exception of Malaysia, undertook regulatory changes that can be viewed 
as contributing towards greater liberalization. Ignoring these developments might bias 
our measurement of the relative impact of the factors. We therefore re-specify our model 
to account for the structural changes arising from these various developments.  
Given the limited number of post-July 1997 observations, attempting to account 
for specific developments would be demanding too much of the data. We therefore 
summarize the numerous developments into a single “post-July 1997” dummy variable, 
and allow for possible changes in the factor loadings  ,1 i φ  and  ,2 i φ , i.e., for the individual 
markets, the equation in (3.7) is re-specified as  
(3.7’) 
The change in the degree of influence of the global and regional factor will be reflected in 
the parameters  ,1 i φ  and  ,2 i φ . For this model, the variance ratios (3.12), and the skewness  17 
and probability estimates (3.13) - (3.15) and (3.16) - (3.18) for both the pre- and post-July 
97 sample periods are computed. 
 
4.   Empirical Results 
  We begin by discussing the parameter estimates from the constant spillover 
models, followed by the spillover model allowing for structural change. As one of our 
aims is to evaluate how incorporating time-varying skewness into our analysis will affect 
the measurement of spillovers, we also present for comparison the corresponding 
parameter estimates from spillover models that restrict conditional skewness to be 
constant, i.e., a model where the world, regional and country returns are assumed to be 
generated by (2.1) - (2.4), (3.1) - (3.5), and (3.6) - (3.10) respectively, but where 
, 00 , ij j γ = ∀≠ i = w, g, 1, …, 6. Comparisons are made not just of the parameter 
estimates, but also of the variance ratios. For the structural change spillover models, the 
comparisons are made for both the pre- and post-July 97 sample periods. We follow this 
with a discussion of the relative influence of global and regional factors in downside risk 
in the individual markets implied by the skewness coefficients and probabilities from the 
spillover models with time-varying conditional skewness. 
 
4.1 Parameter  Estimates 
4.1.1  Constant Spillover Models 
  Tables 4 and 5 report the results for the constant spillover models. Table 4 
presents the results from the model where conditional skewness of all idiosyncratic 
shocks is permitted to be time-varying (including the idiosyncratic world and regional 
shocks). The parameter estimates reported in Table 5 are for the model restricting 
conditional skewness to be constant throughout the sample period. In both cases, we  18 
obtain the usual results concerning mean spillovers (defined in our models, as in Ng 
(2000), as persistent effects on individual markets of past information in global and 
regional returns). The global market in general displays larger spillover effects in the 
mean than the regional factor in all markets, except for Korea and Taiwan. For all 
markets, the coefficient estimates in the mean equation and the variance equation are to a 
close approximation the same in both the constant and time-varying conditional skewness 
models. The variance equation, which captures the evolution of the conditional variance 
of the idiosyncratic country shock, continues to display asymmetric effects of past shocks 
on variance. The asymmetry equation also shows time-variation in the skewness of the 
idiosyncratic shock. 
  The parameter estimates of  ,1 i φ  and  ,2 i φ  in Table 4 show that the spillover 
effects of both the world and regional factors are statistically significant. Compared with 
the estimates of the same parameters in the model that does not allow for time variation 
in skewness in Table 5, we find that in all cases the coefficient  ,1 i φ  on the world factor is 
substantially smaller, especially in the case of Korea and Taiwan; the coefficient on the 
world factor for these two markets is close to zero and not statistically significant at 
conventional levels of significance. The coefficient of the regional factor has remained 
roughly the same from Table 4 to Table 5.  
 
4.1.2  Spillover Models allowing for Structural Change 
The parameters estimates for the spillover models with the post-July 97 dummy 
are shown in Table 6. Only the estimates of the factor equation parameters are displayed 
to save space; the other parameters are similar to the estimates obtained in the 
corresponding spillover models without the post-July 97 dummy, including similarities in 
the direction, magnitude and statistical significance of spillovers in mean, and in the  19 
pattern of conditional heteroskedasticity in the variance equation. The full tables of 
parameter estimates are available from the authors upon request. The top panel provides 
the estimates of the factor equation for the spillover model with time-varying conditional 
skewness and post-July 97 dummy, and the bottom panel displays the result for the model 
with constant spillover and post-July 97 dummy. 
  In both models, the coefficient on the regional factor increases in the post-July 
1997 period as indicated by the positive values in the last row in both the top and bottom 
panels. The main difference between these two models is that in the time-varying 
skewness model the coefficient on the world factor falls substantially in the post-July 97 
period (except for the Korea where the increase is small and not significantly different 
from zero) while the parameter increases in the constant skewness model (the exception 
being the Malaysian market where the parameter for the world factor falls in both cases; 
the drop is much larger in the time-varying skewness model.)  
 
4.2  Spillover Effects in Variance and Skewness 
  These results suggest that when time-varying skewness is taken into account, risk 
in the six markets in our study seems to be driven more by regional factors in the post-
July 97 period than by world factors. To gain some insights into the economic 
significance of these results, we calculate, for each market, the proportion of the 
movements in the conditional variance and the amount of skewness in unexpected returns 
that can be attributed to the world and regional factors. We are interested in how the 
incorporation of time-varying skewness into the analysis might change measurements of 
volatility spillover effects. We are also interested in the degree and pattern of spillovers 
of downside risk in the six markets. 
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4.2.1 Variance  Ratios 
Table 7 shows the average of the period t variance ratios for the world and 
regional factors. The rows labeled ‘World’ and ‘Region’ respectively show the average 
value of  j ,
w
it VR  and  j ,
g
it VR  as described in (3.12). The variance ratios for four models are 
displayed. The top panel lists the variance ratio for the spillover models, first with time-
varying conditional skewness, and then with conditional skewness restricted to be 
constant in each period. The bottom panels also show the variance ratios for the time-
varying and constant skewness spillover models, this time with the post-July 1997 control 
dummy. The ratios are listed, in each case, for the pre- and post-July 1997 periods. 
The spillover models without the post-July 1997 dummy all show that the world 
factor plays an important role in explaining the variance of the unexpected returns for the 
Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysian markets, whereas the regional factor accounts for 
only a very small fraction of the variance in all markets. The main difference between the 
two models is that the world factor appears less important when measured by the time-
varying spillover model than when measured with the constant spillover model; in the 
case of Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and Taiwan, the world factor is negligible. 
The differences between the time-varying and constant skewness spillover 
models are more dramatic when the July 97 control dummy is included. In the pre-July 
1997 period, the world factor explains a substantial fraction of the movements in the 
variance of the Hong Kong, Malaysian and Singapore markets, with the importance of 
the world factor slightly reduced for most markets when measured with the model with 
time-varying skewness. The regional factor explains only a small portion of the 
movements in the return variance for all markets. In the post-July 1997 period, the 
importance of the regional factor increases substantially in all markets. However, the 
world factor becomes negligible for all markets when the skewness is permitted to be  21 
time-varying, while in the constant skewness model the importance of the world factor 
increases substantially. The sole exception is the Malaysian market, in which strict capital 
controls were imposed in September 1998. Both models suggest that the drastic measures 
appear to have successfully de-linked the volatility in the Malaysian market from world 
volatility, although its linkage to regional volatility increased (by a relatively small 
amount). 
The parameter estimates and estimates of the volatility ratios from the spillover 
model with time-varying skewness seem more appealing than those from the non-time-
varying skewness model. Given the close economic relationship between Taiwan and 
Korea with Japan, we would expect that the regional factor, which is dominated by the 
Japanese market, should have a larger influence on market volatility compared to the 
world factor. The measurements implied by the time-varying skewness spillover model 
for the post-July 97 period also seem reasonable. The differences between the estimates 
from the two models suggests that while the volatility of the world, regional and country 
index returns may have become more correlated in the post-July 97 period, a 
consideration of the variation in conditional skewness suggests that it is the regional 
factor that is the more important determiner of risk in the markets in this study. This is 
what we expect to see, given the nature of the events affecting the six markets in the post-
97 sample period. In contrast to the US market, which is a major component of the world 
index, there was considerable uncertainty concerning the economies of the six countries 
and the political stability of countries in close proximity to them. Kaminsky and 
Schmukler (1998), for instance, find evidence that foreign news had a smaller impact on 
movements in these markets than local and regional news in the period immediately after 
July 1997, and this is also implied by our empirical results from the time-varying 
conditional skewness spillover model.  22 
 
4.2.2  Pattern and Size of Skewness Spillovers 
To evaluate the pattern and size of spillovers in downside risks implied by our 
spillover models with time-varying skewness, we present for each market the skewness 
coefficient at time t for the idiosyncratic shock (
i
t s ), the combination of the idiosyncratic 
shock with the regional factor, (
ig
t s
+ ) and the combination of the idiosyncratic, regional 
and world shocks, 
igw
t s
++ , (which represents the skewness coefficient of the total 
unexpected returns for each market). A comparison of these three skewness coefficients 
will show how much (or how little) the regional and world factors contribute to the 
skewness in each market’s unexpected return. 
Figure 3 shows the scatterplots of 
ig
t s
+  against 
i







+  (second column). The first row shows the figures for the constant spillover 
model. The second and third rows presents the scatter diagrams for the pre- and post-July 
97 samples respectively, obtained from the spillover model with the post-July 97 dummy. 
Each scatter diagram is augmented with a 45
D line; a scatter diagram with most of its 
points lying along this diagonal would indicate that the addition of the regional factor (for 
the diagrams in the first column) or the world factor (second column diagrams) 
contributes nothing to the shape of the distribution. Deviations from the diagonal will 
show the direction and strength of the influence of the regional or world factor in 
determining the shape of the distribution. 
For the constant spillover model, we see from the x-axis of panel (a) that the 
skewness coefficients for the idiosyncratic shock ranges from about –1.2 to 0.5, as does 
the skewness coefficient of unexpected returns (y-axis of panel (b)). Panel (a) shows that 
the regional factor increases skewness to the left very slightly (all the points lie below the  23 
45
D line, while this is offset by the world factor when the distribution is negatively 
skewed. These effects appear to be rather small. A similar statement can be made for the 
pre-July 97 period. The large impact of the regional factor in the post-July 97 period can 
be seen in panel (e). The regional factor sometimes decreases the skewness coefficient of 
the Hong Kong market by over 1.0. The skewness of unexpected returns for the Hong 
Kong market does not appear to be significantly affected by the world factor under either 
model, in any period. Figure 4 shows the same diagrams for the Korean market. Again, 
the same statements can be made for this market as for the Hong Kong market, except 
that for the Korean market the world factor appears even less important for the shape of 
the distribution.  
The scatter diagrams for the remaining four markets are not shown, as they are 
qualitatively and quantitatively similar either to the scatter plots for Hong Kong (which is 
similar to the plots for Singapore) or Korea (similar to Malaysia, Thailand and Taiwan). 
In the case of Malaysia the impact of the world is small even in the post-July 97 period 
and in the case of Taiwan the regional factor appears quite important in all models, in all 
periods. In lieu of the scatter diagrams, we provide in Table 8 the range of 
ig i
tt ss
+ −  and 
igw ig
tt ss
++ + −  (again, the top panel shows the skewness coefficients for the constant 
spillover models, and the bottom panel shows the same numbers for the pre- and post-
July 97 period from the structural change model). This provides roughly the same 
information as the scatter diagrams: The row labeled 
ig i
tt ss
+ −  in the top panel shows that 
the regional factor skews the distributions leftwards but is of limited importance (except 
for Korea and Taiwan where the skewness coefficient falls by up to 0.868 and 0.719 
respectively.) The world factor generally compensates for the leftward skewness of the 
regional factor. From the spillover model with structural change, the pre-July 97 numbers  24 
are qualitatively similar to the constant spillover models. The downward skewness from 
the addition of the regional factor becomes large in the post-July 97 period for all models, 
while the positive impact of the world factor diminishes.  
We supplement these findings with the estimated probabilities of large negative 
unexpected returns. Table 9 shows the differences 
ig i
tt pp
+ −  and 
igw ig
tt pp
++ + − . As 
usual the top panel shows the ratios from the constant spillover models, and the bottom 
panel displays the differences from the pre- and post-July 97 periods. As in Table 8, the 
maximum and minimum values of the differences are reported, although in Table 9 we 
also include the mean value of 
i
t p  as a benchmark with which to compare the size of the 
differences. With mean values in the range of 0.02 to 0.03, a difference in the 
probabilities of 0.01 can be considered large (approximately 30% difference evaluated at 
the mean). The evidence from the probabilities and probability differences are more 
ambiguous than the evidence from the skewness coefficients. In the constant spillover 
models, the world and regional factor can either increase or decrease the probabilities in 
the tail, although all the changes are small relative to the mean probability, except for the 
world factor’s impact on Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore (it generally increases the 
probability in the tails, contrary to the evidence from the skewness coefficients). The 
same remark can be made of the pre-July 97 figures. In the post-July 97 sample period, 
we find that the world factor is unimportant for the six markets, but that the regional 
factor adds significantly towards the probability of large unexpected negative returns. 
To summarize, the regional factor results in more left-skewed distributions while 
generally the world factor partially compensates for this. The influences of the world and 
regional factors are generally very small when compared to the overall fluctuations in the 
skewness coefficients, except in the post-July 1997 period, where the negative impact of 
the regional factor increases substantially to become a significant component of the  25 
distribution of unexpected returns, while the positive impact of the world factor 
diminishes. 
 
5.   Concluding Comments 
We present new measurements of the relative importance of global, regional and 
local components of risk in equity markets, an issue with implications for important 
financial market activities, using a factor model that allows for time-varying conditional 
skewness. The evidence is from six Asian markets, namely Hong Kong, Korea, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand, using weekly data from the 1990s, and using world and 
regional indexes as a proxy for world and regional factors. We consider the effects of 
omitting time-varying conditional skewness from an analysis of spillovers. We also 
explore spillovers both in terms of volatility as well as downside risks. 
We find that incorporating time variation in skewness affects the measurement of 
the sources of risk substantially, and doing so results in a smaller measurement of the 
importance of the world factor in explaining risk in the individual equity markets 
considered. Incorporating time-varying skewness in the analysis also allows us to clarify 
the notion of volatility spillover effects. There is evidence that downside-risk spillover 
effects are due, in the early 1990s, more to the world factor and not the regional factor. 
This changes in the post-July 1997 sample period. In this period, risk in the six Asian 
markets considered follow the regional factor much more closely whether or not the 
market pursued reforms that involved further liberalization, or imposed regulatory 
changes designed to shield the market from spillovers. In this period, much of the 
downward skewness in these markets was due to the regional factor.  
The drastic change in the source of risk in equity markets in our sample period 
re-emphasizes the need to allow for time-varying spillovers, as in Bekeart and Harvey  26 
(1997) and Ng (2000). We do not explore the specific reasons why spillover effects vary 
over time; our aim in permitting the degree of spillover effects to change in the post-July 
97 period is merely an attempt to control for possible structural change as a result of 
regulatory and other changes. Nonetheless, an application of studies like Bekeart and 
Harvey (1997) and Ng (2000) to the time-varying conditional skewness framework may 
be of interest. Another avenue of research is to explore the view that it is the nature of 
news that results in either the world factor or the regional factor playing the more 
important role. In our sample period, the differences between the pre- and post-July 97 
results is very likely because the bulk of the important and relevant news was regional in 
nature. Extending the sample period beyond 2000, we may find that with the terrorism-
related developments and the global recession that the world factor again becomes 
dominant. One way of exploring this might be to allow for Markov switching between 
the world and regional factor, and relating switches to specific news items.  
Finally, more research into the economic reasons why asymmetry in the 
conditional distribution of stock returns is time-varying is needed. Our lack of knowledge 
of the causes of time-varying conditional skewness notwithstanding, the results in this 
paper show that studies of spillovers and linkages between equity markets, and its various 
sources of risk, will benefit from explicitly incorporating predictability in conditional 
skewness.   27 
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A1. Derivation of Hansen’s Skewed t Distribution 
The Hansen skewed t-distribution is derived from the standardized t-distribution 
in the following manner: take wt to be distributed as student-t with η  degrees of freedom, 
standardized to have unit variance, i.e.,  (2 ) tt wv ηη = − ,  ~() t vt η . To induce 
asymmetry in this distribution, consider the transformed random variable   
(A1.1) 
which is distributed as  
(A1.2) 
  
Let yt be distributed according to  
(A1.3) 
 
This last transformation is applied to remove the discontinuity at  (0) h  that exists when 
0 t λ ≠ . The variable yt will have mean at and standard deviation bt as in (2.5) and (2.6). 
Standardizing yt results in a zero-mean unit-variance random variable  
(A1.4) 
 
with the distribution in (2.4).  30 
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A2. Cumulative Distribution Function for the Hansen Skewed t Distribution 
In section 2 we computed Prob( 2) t z ≤− , where  t z  is distributed as in (2.4). We 
also measured the goodness-of-fit of our models using statistics based on the cdf of (2.4). 
This section shows how the cdf of (2.4) can be computed by relating it to the cdf of the 
standard t distribution, which is available in standard econometric software packages. 
This is done simply by reversing the transformations in (A1.1) to (A1.4). 
Suppose it is desired to calculate  ()
r
gzd z
−∞ ∫  where g(.) is the density in (2.4). 
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A3. Generating Random Samples from the Hansen Skewed t-Distribution 
  To obtain measures of the importance of regional and world factors in explaining 
the skewness of the conditional distribution of individual markets, we generated random 
numbers from the Hansen skewed t-distribution at  t λ  and η . These random numbers can 
be obtained in the usual fashion of transforming draws from the uniform [0,1] distribution 
using the inverse of the cumulative distribution function. This in turn is easily obtained 
by inverting (A2.3). Denoting  ( )
r
gz d z
−∞ ∫  and  ()
s
tv d v
−∞ ∫  by  ( ) Gr  and  ( ) Ts 
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=+ += , and rewriting r as a function of u 
yields 
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Figure 1. λ λ λ λt from Univariate Models 
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a Each line is a plot of 
2
(|, ) tt t gz d z λη
−
−∞ ∫  against  t λ  for various values of η . 
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Figure 3 Scatterplots of Skewness Coefficients (Hong Kong) 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for Weekly Stock Returns
a 
   World  Region  Hong Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
Mean    0.131  –0.096     0.287  –0.103     0.030    0.082  –0.124  –0.213 
Median    0.260    0.033     0.336  –0.145  –0.005    0.153    0.276  –0.381 
Std. Dev.    1.825    2.503     4.206    4.775    4.261    3.556    4.714    4.917 
Skewness –0.556
*** –0.125  –0.724
***    0.068    0.333
*** –0.295
*** –0.647
***    0.435
*** 
Kurtosis    5.216
***    4.571
***     9.531
***    4.837
***    9.641
***    7.435
***    6.041
***    6.053
*** 
Jarque–Bera    146.8
***    60.39
***     1068
***    81.01
***    1064
***    477.9
***    260.8
***    240.7
*** 
           
l 1(1) ρ   –0.069
* –0.052  –0.085
** –0.075
*  –0.031  –0.063    0.042    0.042 
Q1(10)    12.99    9.658    23.05
**    11.80    17.47
*    16.228
*    21.13
**    10.44 
m 2(1) ρ     0.064    0.089
**    0.314
***    0.202
***    0.340
***    0.317
***    0.195
***    0.064 
Q2(10)    89.62
***    193.9
**    114.8
***    179.1
***    190.0
***    135.5
***    240.0
***    47.43
*** 
l 3(1) ρ   –0.047 –0.001 –0.124
*** –0.009  –0.244
*** –0.236
***  –0.026    0.010 
Q3(10)    40.73
***    4.836    11.93    10.77    40.42    59.88
***    34.12
***    15.42 
m 4(1) ρ     0.004    0.026    0.103
**    0.068    0.259
***    0.248
***    0.084
** –0.000 
Q4(10)    34.020
***    2.315    6.558    68.08
***    42.69    65.18
***    37.55
***    9.931 
 
aThere are 573 observations in each series. 
*, 
**, and 
*** denote statistical significance at 10, 5, and 1% respectively.  m(1) j ρ  is the 1st order autocorrelation of the 
returns to the jth power. Qj(10) is the Ljung-Box Q statistic at lag 10 for the returns to the jth power.  38 
 
Table 2: Univariate Model with Time–Varying Conditional Skewness
a 
 World  Region  Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
Mean Equation 










  0.093  
 (0.126) 















  0.040  
 (0.044) 
  0.014  
 (0.049) 
  0.030  
 (0.050) 




,0 i β     0.036  
 (0.025) 
  0.420 
 (0.333) 
  0.644  
 (0.325)
** 
  0.070  
 (0.056) 
  0.471  
 (0.227)
** 
  0.547  
 (0.327)
* 
  1.403  
 (0.504)
*** 
  0.589  
 (0.391) 
,1 i β     0.954   
 (0.016)
*** 
  0.841 
 (0.095)
*** 
  0.818  
 (0.040)
*** 
  0.971  
 (0.022)
*** 
  0.836  
 (0.043)
*** 
  0.817  
 (0.070)
*** 
  0.789  
 (0.057)
*** 
  0.874  
 (0.050)
*** 
,2 i β     0.068  
 (0.031)
** 
  0.179 
 (0.093)
* 
  0.186  
 (0.056)
*** 
  0.070  
 (0.021)
*** 
  0.233  
 (0.069)
*** 
  0.217  
 (0.087)
** 
  0.159  
 (0.052)
*** 
  0.159  
 (0.073)
** 



























  0.025  
 (0.106) 







  0.271  
 (0.135)
** 
,1 i γ     0.117  
 (0.388) 
  0.525 
 (0.147)
*** 
  0.301  
 (0.214) 
  0.189  
 (0.266) 
  0.543  
 (0.382) 
  0.005  
 (0.397) 
  0.804  
 (0.105)
*** 
  0.039  
 (0.180) 
,2 i γ     0.301  
 (0.132)
** 
  0.133 
(0.069)
* 
  0.062  
 (0.025)
** 
  0.052  
 (0.021)
** 
  0.010  
 (0.024) 




  0.082  
 (0.031)
*** 




 (0.102)  -  -  -  -    -     - 
Degrees of Freedom 
η     9.512   
 (3.769)
** 
  6.879 
 (1.671)
*** 
  12.67 
 (5.567)
** 
  14.77  
 (8.242)
* 
  5.466  
 (1.234)
*** 
  7.441  
 (2.550)
*** 
 12.62  
 (5.930)
** 
  6.487  
 (1.688)
***  39 
  Table 2 continued 
 
 World  Region  Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
LR    5.808
*    2.233  3.482  5.108
*  0.414 1.514   0.619    8.390
** 
Wald    5.712
*    13.34
***    9.367
***    9.415
***    4.381   1.484    4.340    7.171
** 
K–S    0.019    0.024    0.033    0.024    0.023    0.023    0.025    0.026 
() t qq −   l 1(1) ρ     0.026    0.001    0.021    0.064    0.030    0.029    0.015    0.029 
  Q1(10)    6.344    9.838    3.626    6.156    16.59
*   18.88
**    6.781    18.88
** 
2 () t qq −   m 2(1) ρ   –0.021 –0.023  –0.077
*    0.068  –0.058  –0.016  –0.043  –0.016 
  Q2(10)    5.077    9.762    15.36    5.419    6.043    3.839    7.278    3.839 
3 () t qq −   l 3(1) ρ   –0.003  –0.011  –0.003    0.026    0.014    0.015  –0.016    0.015 
  Q3(10)    5.351    8.676    5.518    5.797    15.49   10.85    4.918    10.85 
4 () t qq −   m 4(1) ρ   –0.025    0.008  –0.050    0.099
**  –0.045   0.002  –0.020    0.002 
  Q4(10)    3.220    9.576    11.10    9.965    6.025   2.125    6.486    2.125 
 
aThe estimated model is  
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , ,, , ,, it i i it it it it it rr z αα ε εσ − =+ + =  
2 22 2
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , , 3 , 1 max(0, ) it i i it i it i it σββ σ β ε β ε −− 1 −  =+ + +   
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , , 3 , 1 max(0, ) . it i i it i it i it λγγ λ γ ε γ ε −− 1 − ′′ =+ + +  
where  () ,, ~, it it t zg z ηλ  is the distribution as specified in equation (2.4) of the text. Standard errors are in parentheses, and 
*, 
**, and 
*** denote statistical 
significance at 10, 5, and 1% respectively. Wald and LR denote the Wald and Likelihood Ratio test statistics for the restriction  ,1 ,2 ,3 () 0 ii i γγ γ === . 
()
t y
tt t qg u d u
−∞
=∫ . K-S is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for uniformity.  m(1) j ρ  is the 1st order autocorrelation of () t qq − to the jth power. Qj(10) is the Ljung-
Box Q statistic at lag 10 for the returns to the jth power. 
  40 
 
 
Table 3(a): Correlation between  , wt λ and 
2
, wt σ  , , gt λ and 
2




    World    Region  Hong Kong     Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
    –0.450    –0.697    –0.143   –0.049    –0.167    –0.142    0.434    –0.138 
         
Table 3(b): Correlation between  , wt λ , , gt λ  and  , it λ
b 
    World   Region  Hong Kong   Korea  Malaysia  Singapore    Taiwan  Thailand 
World    1.000    0.558    0.248    0.111    0.191    0.236    –0.186    0.168 
Region      1.000    0.400    0.310    0.390    0.421    –0.367    0.260 
Hong Kong        1.000    0.376    0.447    0.686    –0.210    0.501 
Korea          1.000    0.270    0.401    –0.172    0.331 
Malaysia            1.000    0.517    –0.290    0.426 
Singapore              1.000    –0.199    0.580 
Taiwan                1.000  –0.105 
Thailand              1.000 
 
a, b  , wt λ  and 
2
, wt σ  , , gt λ and 
2
, gt σ , and  , it λ and 
2
, it σ  are the fitted asymmetry parameters and conditional variances obtained from the univariate 
models with time-varying conditional skewness (see note to Table 2). 41 
 
Table 4: Constant Spillover Model with Time–Varying Conditional Skewness 
 Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
Mean Equation 





  0.060  
 (0.114) 

















  0.078  
 (0.051) 
,2 i α   –0.244   
 (0.081)
*** 
  0.201  
 (0.110)
* 














  0.214 
 (0.111)
 * 
  0.265  
 (0.099)
*** 
  0.046  
 (0.138) 




,1 i φ     0.854  
 (0.117)
*** 
  0.078  
 (0.138) 
  0.498  
 (0.113)
 *** 
  0.654   
 (0.098)
*** 
  0.052  
 (0.133) 
  0.356  
 (0.146)
** 
,2 i φ     0.169  
 (0.092)
* 
  0.513  
 (0.098)
*** 
  0.234 
 (0.083)
 *** 
  0.280  
 (0.076)
*** 
  0.536  
 (0.110)
*** 




,0 i β     0.347  
 (0.188)
* 
  0.099  
 (0.073) 
  0.202  
 (0.155) 
  0.198  
 (0.172) 
  1.022  
 (0.794) 
  0.492  
 (0.664) 
,1 i β     0.812  
 (0.037)
*** 
  0.956  
 (0.019)
*** 
  0.869 
 (0.040)
*** 
  0.917  
 (0.059)
*** 
  0.818  
 (0.111)
*** 
  0.878  
 (0.088)
*** 
,2 i β     0.191  
 (0.051)
*** 
  0.073  
 (0.019)
*** 
  0.188 
 (0.065)
*** 
  0.084 
 (0.046)
*** 
  0.119  
 (0.079) 
  0.134  
 (0.098) 















,0 i γ   –0.145  
 (0.098) 
  0.009  
 (0.077) 
  0.073 
 (0.069) 





  0.299  
 (0.170)
* 
,1 i γ     0.369  
 (0.224)
* 
  0.398  
 (0.241)
* 
  0.595  
 (0.226)
*** 







,2 i γ     0.100  
 (0.040)
** 







  0.010  
 (0.018) 
  0.108  
 (0.058)
* 
Degrees of Freedom 
η     15.28 
 (8.094)
* 
  10.76 
 (4.426)
** 
  5.896 
 (1.469)
*** 
  6.220  
 (1.548)
*** 
  11.90  
 (5.350)
*** 




aThe estimated equations are: 
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 3 , 1 , , it i i wt i gt i it it rr r r αα α α ε −− − =+ + + +  
,, 1 , , 2 , , ,, , , it i wt i gt it it it it ee e z εφ εφ σ =++ = 
2 22 2
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , , 3 , max(0, ) it i i it i it i it ee σββ σ β β −− 1 − 1  =+ + +   
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , it i i it i it λγγ λ γ ε −− 1 ′′ =+ +  




*** denote statistical significance at 10, 5, and 1% respectively.   42 
 
Table 5: Constant Spillover Model with Constant Conditional Skewness 
 Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
Mean Equation 





  0.057  
 (0.114) 


















  0.056  
 (0.043) 
,2 i α   –0.214  
 (0.083)
*** 
  0.190  
 (0.109)
* 













  0.198  
 (0.110)
* 
  0.262  
 (0.104)
** 
  0.025  
 (0.139) 




,1 i φ     1.027  
 (0.079)
*** 
  0.582  
 (0.104)
*** 
  0.731  
 (0.085)
*** 
  0.919  
 (0.073)
*** 
  0.600  
 (0.091)
*** 
  0.862  
 (0.124)
*** 
,2 i φ     0.166  
 (0.099)
* 
  0.512  
 (0.099)
*** 
  0.231  
 (0.082)
*** 
  0.269  
 (0.074)
*** 
  0.537  
 (0.110)
*** 




,0 i β     0.289  
 (0.153)
* 
  0.090  
 (0.070) 
  0.207  
 (0.156) 
  0.261  
 (0.267) 
  0.983  
 (0.754) 
  0.103  
 (0.171) 
,1 i β     0.835  
 (0.038)
*** 
  0.959  
 (0.018)
*** 
  0.867  
 (0.040)
*** 
  0.892  
 (0.084)
*** 
  0.826  
 (0.105)
*** 
  0.956  
 (0.034)
*** 
,2 i β     0.158  
 (0.055)
*** 
  0.073  
 (0.018)
*** 
  0.190  
 (0.066)
*** 
  0.103  
 (0.069) 
  0.113  
 (0.071) 
  0.062  
 (0.032)
* 



















  0.014  
 (0.120) 








  0.162  
 (0.165) 
Degrees of Freedom 
η     13.29  
 (6.175)
** 
  9.695  
 (3.684)
*** 
  5.868  
 (1.450)
*** 
  6.571  
 (1.597)
*** 
  11.70  
 (5.110)
** 




aThe estimated equations are: 
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 3 , 1 , , it i i wt i gt i it it rr r r αα α α ε −− − =+ + + +  
,, 1 , , 2 , , ,, , , it i wt i gt it it it it ee e z εφ εφ σ =++ = 
2 22 2
,, 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , , 3 , max(0, ) it i i it i it i it ee σββ σ β β −− 1 − 1  =+ + +   




*** denote statistical significance at 10, 5, and 1% respectively.   43 
 
Table 6: Spillover Model with Structural Change Dummy
a 
  Hong Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore    Taiwan  Thailand 
Factor Equation (Spillover Model with Time–Varying Conditional Skewness) 





  0.644 
(0.107)
*** 
  0.759  
 (0.108)
*** 
  0.132  
 (0.199) 
  0.338  
 (0.211) 
          
,2 i φ   –0.035  
 (0.081) 
  0.417  
 (0.108)
*** 
  0.135  
 (0.080)
* 
  0.127  
 (0.065)
* 
  0.281  
 (0.150)
* 
  0.230  
 (0.118)
* 
          
,3 i φ   –0.438  
 (0.254)
* 












          
,4 i φ     0.982  
 (0.214)
*** 
  0.881  
 (0.262)
*** 
  0.610 
(0.229)
*** 
  0.789  
 (0.255)
*** 
  0.562  
 (0.197)
*** 
  0.638  
 (0.276)
** 
          
 Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Thailand  Taiwan 
Factor Equation (Spillover Model with Constant Conditional Skewness) 
,1 i φ     0.932  
 (0.087)
*** 
  0.397  
 (0.109)
*** 
  0.773  
 (0.089)
*** 
  0.875  
 (0.084)
*** 
  0.418  
 (0.143)
*** 
  0.711  
 (0.237)
*** 
          
,2 i φ   –0.045  
 (0.083) 
  0.424  
 (0.111)
*** 
  0.132  
 (0.079)
* 
  0.124  
 (0.066)
* 
  0.287  
 (0.144)
** 
  0.231  
 (0.131)
* 
          
,3 i φ     0.560  
 (0.171)
*** 





  0.252  
 (0.138)
* 
  0.359  
 (0.192)
* 
  0.440  
 (0.290) 
          
,4 i φ     1.049  
 (0.206)
*** 
  0.952  
 (0.253)
*** 
  0.587  
 (0.226)
*** 
  0.740  
 (0.209)
*** 
   0.555  
 (0.193)
*** 
  0.625  
 (0.276)
** 
           
 
 
a Estimated parameters from the equation  
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Table 7: Average Variance Ratio 
        
 Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
        
        
Spillover Model with Time Varying Conditional Skewness 
        
World  0.209 0.001 0.081 0.160 0.001  0.021 
Region  0.008 0.054 0.017 0.028 0.057  0.028 
        
Spillover Model with Constant Conditional Skewness 
        
World  0.270 0.063 0.156 0.273 0.072  0.111 
Region  0.007 0.049 0.015 0.023 0.052  0.022 
        
        
 Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
        
        
Spillover Model with Time Varying Conditional Skewness and post - July 1997 dummy 
Pre - July 1997 
World  0.266 0.000 0.145 0.216 0.003  0.019 
Region  0.000 0.043 0.007 0.007 0.015  0.010 
        
Post - July 1997 
World  0.082 0.000 0.001 0.021 0.003  0.007 
Region  0.179 0.160 0.082 0.213 0.165  0.092 
        
Spillover Model with Constant Conditional Skewness and post - July 1997 dummy 
Pre - July 1997 
World  0.252 0.034 0.193 0.267 0.027  0.077 
Region  0.001 0.042 0.006 0.006 0.015  0.009 
        
Post - July 1997 
World  0.392 0.201 0.088 0.329 0.171  0.187 
Region  0.126 0.141 0.069 0.133 0.137  0.070 
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Table 8: Skewness Coefficients 
           
   Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
          
 
Spillover Model with Time Varying Conditional Skewness 
          
Max  –0.015 –0.055 –0.024 –0.046     0.161  –0.044  ig i
tt ss
+ −   Min  –0.157 –0.868 –0.326 –0.521 –0.719  –0.385 
           
Max    0.281    0.013    0.070    0.432    0.013    0.070  igw ig
tt ss
++ + −   Min  –0.209    0.004  –0.046  –0.017    0.002  –0.012 
          
           
   Hong  Kong  Korea  Malaysia  Singapore  Taiwan  Thailand 
          
          
Spillover Model with Time Varying Conditional Skewness and post - July 1997 dummy  
Pre - July 1997 
Max      0.034 –0.064 –0.016 –0.034 –0.022  –0.022  ig i
tt ss
+ −   Min      0.005 –0.647 –0.154 –0.153 –0.304  –0.220 
           
Max    0.196    0.000    0.115    0.296    0.020    0.059  igw ig
tt ss
++ + −   Min  –0.336  –0.001  –0.158  –0.106    0.005    0.003 
          
Post - July 1997 
Max    0.361    0.089  –0.008     0.363    0.260    0.065  ig i
tt ss
+ −   Min  –1.548 –1.189 –0.810 –1.268 –0.870  –0.748 
           
Max    0.226    0.006  –0.003    0.078    0.001    0.033  igw ig
tt ss
++ + −   Min  –0.077    0.001  –0.011  –0.001  –0.011    0.006 
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Table 9: Probability of Unexpected Return ≤  2 Times Standard Deviation
a 
  Hong Kong    Korea    Malaysia   Singapore    Taiwan   Thailand 
 
Spillover Model with Time Varying Conditional Skewness 
i
t p   Mean    0.029     0.024    0.022    0.030    0.034    0.020 
          
Max    0.004    0.008    0.003    0.006    0.008    0.007  ig i
tt pp
+ −   
Min –0.002 –0.004 –0.002 –0.002  –0.004 –0.003 
          
Max    0.011    0.004    0.008    0.009    0.003    0.005  igw ig
tt pp
++ + −  
Min –0.003 –0.004 –0.004 –0.002  –0.002 –0.004 
          
  Hong Kong      Korea    Malaysia   Singapore    Taiwan  Thailand 
 
Spillover Model with Time Varying Conditional Skewness and post – July 1997 dummy  
Pre – July 1997         
i
t p   Mean    0.028   0.024    0.022    0.029    0.034    0.021 
           
Max    0.001    0.009    0.003    0.004    0.003    0.003  ig i
tt pp
+ −   
Min –0.003 –0.003 –0.001 –0.001  –0.002 –0.002 
          
Max    0.014    0.002    0.009    0.010    0.003    0.003  igw ig
tt pp
++ + −  
Min –0.005 –0.001 –0.003 –0.002  –0.003 –0.005 
Post – July 1997         
i
t p   Mean    0.029    0.024    0.022    0.029    0.034    0.022 
           
Max    0.016    0.016    0.009    0.015    0.009    0.017  ig i
tt pp
+ −   
Min –0.008 –0.005 –0.002 –0.007  –0.006 –0.003 
           
Max    0.008    0.002    0.003    0.005    0.003    0.004  igw ig
tt pp
++ + −  
Min –0.007 –0.003 –0.002 –0.003  –0.003 –0.004 
            
 
aBased on 1000 random draws from  , it e ,  ,2 , , ig t i t ee φ + ,  ,1 , ,2 , , iw t ig t i t ee φε φ ++ ,  ,2 ,4 , , () ii g t i t ee φφ ++  and 
,1 ,3 , ,2 ,4 , , () () ii w tii g t i t ee φφ ε φφ ++ ++  at each period t, with parameter estimates from the various models. ‘Mean’ 
reports the average frequency with which a draw less than 2 standard deviations is obtained. 
 